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Known for its clear, simple writing style, comprehensive protection,
solid and current research-structured approach, and exceptional visuals
and tables, this life-span development text gives a topical organization
in the chapter level and a consistent chronological presentation within
every chapter. This fresh edition also asks students to activate more
actively with this content, and carries a clear focus on the complicated
interactions of nature and nurture in development, more integrated
coverage of tradition and diversity, and an exciting new media bundle
for both students and instructors. Within each chapter, you will see
sections on four existence phases: infancy, childhood, adolescence, and
adulthood. Another staple of the text is its emphasis on theories and
how they connect with particular topics in each chapter. This original
organization enables college students to comprehend the procedures of
transformation that occur in key regions of human development. Each
chapter focuses on a domain of advancement such as physical growth,
cognition, or character, and traces developmental styles and influences
for the reason that domain from infancy to later years.
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Pass on that one if you can I've taken several university psychology
courses and discover it to be a very interesting subject. This book,
however, was not enticing if you ask me as a reader and learner at all.
It included many overtly sexist commentary (next to an image of Olympic
gold-medalist Gabby Douglas throwing out the 1st pitch at a baseball
video game was the caption "even Gabby Douglas throws like a young
lady!") and I find it surprising a book published within the last few
years needed to devote a (little) section in Chapter 15 of "The Family
members" to lgbt households. Are they not only "the family" as everyone
else?I found it to be outdated and off-getting, particularly for a
publication mainly because recent as 2015. If you need it for your
course, you'll want to get it. the reserve is to busy and needs to be
better organized. The next time I'll just buy a clean duplicate. Thank
GOD I could rent rather than buy. I purchased the kindle edition for
quick, quick access. It appears like several previous renters treated
the publication as though it was a one time use workbook, answering the
queries and writing in notes. Btw, the answers are wrong therefore the
idiot marked out the books appropriate solution and challenged it.
Extremely frustrating and distracting to have received a reserve in this
condition.. This is simply not worth the amount of money saved. Kindle
Version is Good Enough, is necessary Reading for a Class I purchased the
Kindle Version. Gosh darn it A terrible, miserable format. The tables
aren't as big as I would like them to end up being, but it's what I
would expect from an electronic textbook for the most part. Navigation
could be better, nonetheless it is functional. I view the publication on
my iPad rather than a kindle, so I can't comment on what it looks like
on one.Regarding the book, it really is what it is. Sure, you can
download some of the Ebook as PDF, but you literally have to do it one
web page at a time.The most frustrating thing, without doubt, is that
the complete ebook would depend on an web connection. Would not
recommend. Unless you, and just have an informal interest, it'd probably
be better to have a look at a non-textbook intro to human development or
developmental Psychology initial. Or, order a mature edition, since it'd
end up being cheaper. Saved over $100 by buying previous edition.just
what a waste. The majority of the info and graphics will be the same in
this edition.. Useless information but a must in the event that you wan
t to get the diploma. We needed it for a training course.. It's worked
with books previously. Textbook for a course I'm taking. Apex must do
better. Where there is a gap, can easily discover the answers with
Google. It's okay , the authors appear a little bit fixated on Erik
Erikson, but it has a lot of information and images and seems pretty
well-organized. .. turns out that "kindle version" is really just a page
on your own kindle with a link to the Cengage site, where they take over
access. It looks like many previous renters treated the reserve as if it
. Also This issue is adequately covered but the presentation of the book
is to busy and needs to be better organized. Also, I purchased a used

book and it was really in bad circumstances.. It's good enough. Desire i
had read even more of the reviews myself, only goes to the nightmare of
a cengage site, where in fact the dangle access to your books over your
head and watch as you struggle to get work completed. There's 100$ down
the tubes. The copy I received is heavily highlighted and marked
throughout making it difficult to read. More useless information
pressured upon us by the colleges stealing our money- but it has a lot
of information and images and seems pretty well-organized.. If i had
wanted the book from cengage, i would possess bought it from their
website. Most likely, i'll end up needing to repurchase this somewhere
else, in hard copy, because the class i need this for is usually
accelerated, virtually no time for fussing with their site. It is fairly
dry, but it's barely as bad as some of my Social Function Pearson
textbooks. The chapters are relatively miss a textbook. I must say i
don't have period to achieve that with the almost 600 page
publication.Yes, the mouseover definitions for vocab are great, but they
are massively eclipsed by the clunkiness of the website and insufficient
offline support. Saved a fortune buying a prior edition of the book
(teacher is using 8th edition), and I'm doing fine in the class so far.
Dont trust seller I was sold a pile of loose photocopies. Total rip off
Fast shipping Book good condition im happy with my buy and fast shipping
thanks Great layout Easy to read Two Stars The book I received is
falling apart at its spine. Five Stars Great book for college class!
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